Your tasks
You like to investigate, collect facts and dig deep to find the root cause of tire related complaints?

You have experiences in tire development, tire production or material development – or are just a good investigator?

Then, the department Forensic Tire Investigations (FTI) offers you one of the best opportunities to combine knowledge about tires regarding design and production in investigations of OE or end consumer complaints in a worldwide acting team.

Our working environment covers the complete tire lifecycle, represented by a strong network together with Tire Development, Tire Testing, Production Plants, Quality Management, Technical Customer Service and Experts.

Our analysis results are the foundation for the improvement of our products by identifying potential root causes of tire findings and opportunities to enhance design or production according to our customer needs.

If you want to get an insight into how customer treat and use tires all over the world – this is the right place to find it out!

Your Tasks:

- Ensure the availability of needed requirements and information
- Balancing analysis effort to business relevance based on given requirements
- Analyze the available market application conditions versus corresponding customer requirements to judge the validity of a claim
- Invent own ideas to innovations in the analysis processes & tasks
- Leading of projects and taskforces with low/medium complexity and business relevance to ensure the availability of analysis methods and coordination of all relevant tasks
- Coordination, tracking and communication of FTI activities in product and technology development projects
- Leading trouble shoot activities with low/medium complexity or business relevance

Your profile

- Degree in engineering or chemistry
- Basic knowledge in Tire basic performance focus wear / endurance / robustness & market application conditions for tires
Familiar with Project Management
Good knowledge in the Systems CORE, GT-PoMS, GUTS
Good knowledge in MS Office
Fluent English language skills spoken and written
Ability to present results in a clear and convincing way
Analytical abilities to solve complex tasks scientifically and problems very quick without losing sight of the practical results
Self-motivation, performance and target oriented

Applications from severely handicapped people are welcome.

Our offer

We offer the following benefits:

- Salary based on Chemical Industry Tarif
- 30 day of paid vacation per year
- Three extra days per year for individual use (called: future value)
- Attractive career development opportunities
- We offer balanced working conditions by doing mobile work, working part time, flexible working time as well as Sabbatical options
- Cross-Border mobile work options up to 40 day per year from other EU countries
- Company Pension plan
- Attractive employee benefits with discounts
- Diverse offers that support a better “work-family” balance (e.g. company childcare places and free emergency care for your children)
- Discounted access to the Egym Well-Pass for accessing sport facilities across Germany
- A highly diverse environment across our location
- A new canteen on site with a variety of lunch options

If this sounds like a perfect match for you and if you want to become the next supporter of our core values: **Trust, for one another, passion to win and freedom to act** - we are looking forward to receiving your application.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us

Diligence, precision and efficiency: These have been the famed attributes of German engineering for more than a century. German engineering is our DNA but today, we can also boast of engineering expertise that spans around the globe: 244,000 passionately committed individuals in 61 countries realise the dream of mobility for our customers every day. In the tyre division alone, 54,000 employees across 24 countries are picking up on trends and market changes, making use of them more quickly than others, and coming up faster with more effective solutions for our customers. What unites them is a culture defined by trust and the knowledge that success has to be earned. We have always aspired to be the best. A strong global team spirit is enriched by the skills and expertise of a diverse workforce.